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Ready for some serious R&B beatsmith talent? Once again, Prime Loops have not spared any time or

effort - and are extremely proud to present to you YOUR very first, personal "R&B Beat Programmer"!

Download this comprehensive selection of over 170 perfectly prepared rhythm patterns and beats, drop

them straight into your sequencer, and you're all set to lay down the overdubs. At Prime Loops we know

that if you totally nail the beat, your compositions will be free to fly up the charts, so there's a ready-made

groove here at every tempo from 61 to 120bpm, giving you tons of world class beat material! Each loop in

this selection comes with alternate versions for fills or verse/chorus switch-ups, so you truly have

everything you need to complete your project, to ensure tailor-made compatibility with any vibe you've got

going. "R&B Beat Programmer" has been authored by Prime Loops' latest signing, highly skilled beat

freak and producer Nahuel Lescano. Nahuel has a high-end setup to die for, and he has already put in

many hours fine-tuning and compressing each loop to radio-ready standards, leaving you more time to

concentrate on your songwriting talent. As with every Prime Loops sample pack, "R&B Beat Programmer"

comes as a instant download, and is available in a wide range of sequencer-friendly formats including

Acid Wav, Apple Loops, Rex2, Reason Refill, Ableton Live Pack, Stylus RMX, MPC and more. Each file

within this sample pack is cleanly cut, clearly labelled, and comes with a royalty-free license - so you'll

have absolutely no legal hassles while pushing your tunes from the studio to the top ten. This highly

polished backbeat collection will quickly raise your projects to another level. If you're fixing to fill racks

next to Alicia Keys, Ne-Yo, Usher, Jason Derulo, B.o.B., Iyaz, Rihanna and Keri Hilson, why sweat in the

studio? Swerve into the fast lane with "R&B Beat Programmer"! PS: All the drum loops you hear in the

demo showcase are inside this sample pack, and the instrumental parts are from our best selling releases

"R&B Progressions" and "NYC Piano Sessions". You can find this release in a large number of other

special formats on our website including: Ableton Live Pack (114mb) Acid Loops (180mb) Apple Loops

(180mb) FL Studio (180mb) Garageband (180mb) Reason Refill (206mb) Rex2 Loops (105mb) Stylus

RMX Loops (105mb) WAV + REX2 (285mb) and many, many more! primeloops.com Tags: r&b loops
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